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Dr. Kimberly Ellison’s passion and purpose is seeing, experiencing and being a vital part of the 

personal, professional and spiritual growth and development of people. Her professional career lends 
itself to over 16 years of experience, providing effective and innovative training and performance 
improvement solutions to national and international organizations through strategy development, program 
execution and training implementation.  

 
Dr. Kimberly brings solutions oriented and outcome-driven expertise to small-businesses, Fortune 

500 companies, non-profits organizations, churches and individuals related to optimizing organizational, 
leadership and individual performance and advancing women worldwide. Her portfolio of signature 
clients and organizations includes a broad range of industries and businesses, including but not limited to 
healthcare, financial services, manufacturing, education, missions and dutiful organizations.  

 
Dr. Kimberly’s training, consulting, facilitation and strategy implementation and execution 

services have spanned corporate structure, from C-level executives to entry-level individual contributors 
as well as ministry leaders and community organizations. Her compelling, pioneering, didactic and 
dynamic approach to engaging business and spirituality distinguishes Dr. Kimberly from others in her 
field. Whether engaging a business or professional audience or a local or global women’s event, Dr. 
Kimberly delivers engaging, practical strategies with an inspirational and a transformative message.  

 
Dr. Kimberly is a highly-sought, conference speaker, training and seminar facilitator, panel 

moderator and panelist, as well as a thought driver on topics related to personal, professional and spiritual 
development, leadership and women issues. 

 
Dr. Ellison’s commitment to learning and development ignited her purpose in establishing 

Corporate Jewel, a platform designed to transform, engage and inspire Christian women to live a life of 
destiny, promise and purpose. She is also the Chief Learning Officer of Corporate Jewel University, a 
certificate program designed to better prepare and equip Christian women for the workplace. The program 
is comprised of a three-phase curriculum, which includes: personal expansion, professional enhancement 
and spiritual enrichment. Corporate Jewel University not only position women for workplace success, but 
also provide an avenue for women to learn, grow and develop in the most critical areas of their life.  

 
From the projects to PhD, Dr. Ellison lives her life as a signature of excellence for kingdom 

building. She is also the founder of House of Ruth Jewels, Inc., Gemstones and Gentlemen Summer 
Enrichment Program, CEO of Dr. Kimberly Ellison Global, LLC, Corporate Jewel and author of the 



books, ALIGN: Corporate Jewel Strategies for Rebranding Success, Vision: Write. Plan. Pray. and 
Kingdom BOSS Chick: BLUEPRINT. Kimberly is also the voice of WOW, Winning on Wednesdays 
with Dr. Kimberly Ellison, a live radio segment on the Jermaine Simpson on KHVN970AM. One of her 
favorite sayings is "broken crayons still color.”  


